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This thesis, vhidi grew out of a term paper for a coarse in Eighteenth
Centuzy French Thought, presents the educatiooal theories of Jean«Jacques
Rousseau and his predecessors. It aims to ^ov the eTolution of his theo->
lies in relation to those of his predecessors. This thesis does not, hjr
anQT means, contain all the educational theozles of Jean-Jacques Rousseau
and his predecessors, Francois Rabelais, Michel de Ifontalgne, Francois
Fenel<m, Madame de Maintenon, and Jean'Baptiste Poquelin (dit Moliere),
but it does contain those theories that are relerant.
The writer is indebted to Dr. E. A. Jones and Dr. Irene D. Jackson
without idiose help this thesis would not have been possible. I also wish
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Of the many writings about education^no other has exercised a greater
amount of influence than ^e Ehdle of Jean-^acques Rousseau. This influ¬
ence can be seen in both educational thought and practice throughout the
Western world euen in our day aixd time. That Rousseau's primary aim in ed¬
ucation was to make a man and not a citizen is rery in^rtant^ for this
may be considered as a period of the coming ia^rtance of the indiridual.
HLchel de Montaigne, a great sixteenl^ century educator, adheres to the
old Latin adage, "vite, non schole, discetur" (It is for life, not for
school, that instruction Is giren). He feels Hi&t it is a man ani not a
gransnarian or a logician that is to be trained.
In France, where the inflttence of Rousseau on thought and sentiment
was vexy profound, the Old Regime was so thoroughly intrenched in the
social organization that a change could come only as a result of a riolent
reaction.^
Rousseau's Emile was a strong reaction against the education of his
time. Although the Emile is bogged down with wild emotional vagaries of
the author, one should not be blinded to the fact that we obtain from
Rousseau the idea that education starts with the child, that its process
Is determined hy tte child's nature, and its aim Is summed rxp in the
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child’s character and social relation. The Emile> thus, contains the ger-*
minal ideas of the kindergarten, of modem elementary school voxk, and of
the entire conception of education. Thus froa Rousseau ccnnes the psycho-
logical tendency in education.
Finally, in Rousseau's teaching that education should aim to develop
the virtues of the primitive man, that it should prepare the individual
to live in a society therein each should contribute h7 his own support,
Rousseau laid the foundatimi for, or at least Influenced the development
of, the sociological tendency in education.
But the ideas that were brought out by Rousseau were hy no means c<»a<*
pletely new. In the development, in France, of educational theories one
can see traces of dissatisfaction with the educational system as far back
as the sixteenth century. . This dissatisfaction stimulated new theories
and ideas.
In this study the writer plans to show the theories of education of
such men as Michel de Montaigne, Francois Rabelais, I^dame de Maintenon,
and Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (Mol^re) by tracing srane of the educational
ideas frm the sixteenth century up to the time of Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
It will also be shown how Rousseau was influenced by these men, the theo¬
ries that he borrowed and the ideas that he introduced to accord with his
day and time.
As education was at one tis^ the concern of men mly, this study aim
to show the growing concern for the education of women, starting with
Fenelon, through Moliere, Madame de Maintencm and finally Rousseau's ideas
on tdie education of women.
Reference materials for this thesis consist mainly of the educational
works of the respective authors.
CHAPTER II
THE EVOLDTION OF PEDAGOGICAL IDEAS FfiOM THE
SHTEEHTH CEimJET AS EXHIBITED
IN CERTAIN WRITERS
Part I: Rabelais
Of all Rabelais' eneioies, perhaps the Sozhoiu^ vas the worst. In
contrast with the bad pedagogical theories of the Sorbonne, Rabelais de¬
votes a great manj chi^ters in Gargantua and Pantagmel to education. The
Sozbonne represented the refuge and the raiiQ)art of the spirit of the past,
where the struggle was carried on between the ideas of the l^dle Ages and
those of the Renaissance.^ Reasoning was tau^t, but reasoning only on
einptj forms, <m slisple algebraic signs which are not practical. Philo¬
sophical problems were absolutely stupid. Its library contained nua^rous
books of an unpractical natiire, as exhibited "bj the titles.
Gargantua's first tutors were doctors of theology at the Soibtmne,
but from them he acquired nothing.
Ils lie sont que des anes baWs absolutement stupides; car ils ne
reussissent n^me pas a dcniner a leur eleve ce q;u'on etait en droit
d'attendre d'etix consne le seul resultat, mals aussi comms le tri(»q>he
propre de I'^ducation scholastiqaet I’art de parler sans rien dire,
la feconde, vide de sens et Inepuisable parce qu'elle est vide.^
Rabelais criticizes severly the schools of his day. The schools
looked like prisons with their high walls, hard beds, bad food; and the
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studies were painful. Corporal punishments were often inflicted on the
students. Rabelais, in tiie chapter concerning the Abbey of Theleme, shows
us his modem tendency in his views on how a school should be built. He
would have a beautiful school built, there would be no walls surrounding
the place, everything would be made for comfort and the food would be fit
for a king. There he would have a great library containing books in Greek,
Latin, Hebrew, French, Spanish and Italian. There would be no rigid sched¬
ule as to what time a student should stu(^, eat, sleep. Them he would do
away with the drab-clothes usually worn by students. He would substitute
for the dark clothes only those that are gay and bright. The only clause
to observe would be Tays ce que vouldras," the Inscription above the
entrance of the Abbey of Theieme.
Rabelais realized the danger of studies without religious or moral
thought; but as for science, he would love science for its own sake and
out of the simple cTulosity to know everything there is to know about it.
In a letter received by Pantagruel from his father, Rabelais shows
us some of the subjects that he would have a student to leam. To be con¬
sidered a scholar, he will, of course, have to leam Greek and acquire a
knowledge of other learned languages, such as Hebrew, Arabic, Chaldaen,
and Latin. Printing, being a la mode at that time, would be included in
his curriculum. He will study the writings of Plato, Cicero, Pi^inias
and other worthy ancients, such as Plutarch, Cato, Athenaeus and Paisinias.^
He will be able to recite all the important facts of history, and cosmo-
grsipbj will be an iiKiispensable study. He will study the liberal arts,
gecsnetry, arithmetic and music. He will study all the rules of astronany.




yanitj. As for cItU lav, he should know it hy heart and how to collate
it with philosc^by. To show his thinking ability and iioagination Rabelais
would have his student to cotiQ)ose original eon^sitions. He will be ac->
quainted with the Greek, Arabian, and Latin physicians. The desire for
his student to know about medicine is not strange since he himself was a
doctor. Seyeral hours a day should be devoted to the study of the Bible;
first in Greek, the New Testament with the Epistles of the Apostles; and
then the Old Testament in Hebrew.
In the days of Rabelais it was ccmsson for children to fear and dis¬
like their professors. Rabelais, however, feels that the stu(tent should
love his tutor and should shun ^ose of bad character. In meeting a stu¬
dent for the fiirst time, the tutor should first observe his student and
let him, for the time being, continue to do as he pleases. If he has had
a former teacher, such as those at the Sozbcsuie, the xiew teacher should
purge his mind axid start from the beginning. It is far better to have a
slow start than to have so fixed in the mind that idiich is not true or
that which will ham the individual. Once the mind and character have
been renovated the educator can start by instilling in the boy the great¬
est of resoTiz^es: honor. The student must learn to ^pply himself, not by
docility toward his master but by amour-propre and zioble emulation.
Rabelais said of his model preceptor that he introduced Gargantua to a
c<m3pai^ of learned men, "A I'^milation desqcffilz lui ereust l’esprit et le
desir de estudier aultrement, et se fairs valoir."^
Frequent recapitulations are an essential point in the educational
plan of Rabelais. To insure oneself of knowing something, it is better to




Physical education should play a vexy iraportant role in the life of
a school boy. During Habeleds * tliae physical education vas considered to
be an inferior and an almost shamefiiL exercise. Rabelais sees it instead
as one of the most ill^>ortant parts of education, one for 'idiich he vould
devote most of the day. He should also be tati^t the importaiure of hy¬
giene.
Unlike Montaigne, Rabelais* plan of education vill not be isolated.
Although his plan of education is primarily aristocratic, he feels that
the privilege of education should belong to the rich or poor, man or wo¬
man, as long as they can profit from it.
Part II: ^ntalgira
Montaigne, in his Essais, attacks the education of his time, and his
ideas on education show him as being far ahead of his period. Over l^e
four hundred years tdd.ch have passed since he published this great work wa
can see that the inflixence has been astounding. In les Essals he traces a
plan of education that is isolated and aristocratic, yet essentially indi¬
vidualistic. He does, however, advance the democratic ideal that ^portu-
nities should be open to all, rich or poor, who could profit by them. For
Montaigne the aim of education was the practical conduct of lifef the end
of education was virtue, and the result would be a utilitarian education.
He holds the modem concept of education as embracing the whole man, plys-
ical, moral and mental, and as being cotezminous with life. He feels
that it is necessazy to train children at an early age if they are to pro¬
fit from, education.
In txacing a plan of education, the choice of a tutor is very im¬
portant. Education, he feels, will produce a >K>re fruitful outcome if the
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relationship between the pupil and teacher is less dictatorial and more
(temocratic. In his day and time a pupil was only to repeat that which his
preceptor demanded of hi®. Thus, Montaigne anticipated modem education
by his demand for pupil actirity. Therefore, from time to time the teacher
would listen to what the student has to say. It is the responsibility of
the instructor to know the capacity of his pupils; minds of different ca¬
pacities cannot profit by t^e same lesson. Ite suggests that the pupils
themselves be consulted in order to discover their interests needs and ca¬
pacities.
Learning for the sake of learning, without application, is without
profit. It is here that Montaigne attacks Rabelaiss "Savoir par coeur
n*est pas savoir, e'est tenir ce qu'on a donne^en garde a sa me^ire."^
^en oi^ can apply what he has learned to evexydsy life he can best retain
it. itkmtaigne made the just remark that we are most often engaged in fur¬
nishing the raeBKScy but tiiat we forget to form it. The education proper of
the memoxy consists in (1) acquixdng the most knowledge possible and (2)
the strengthening and developing of it in so far as it is a faculty of the
Blind. Montaigne, althou^ he attacks Ral^lais concerning memorization,
feels that memry plays a vexy impox*tant pax*t in formix^ the judgment. He
advocates the use of written notes to develop the meaeoiy.
Habit plays a veiy importamt part in our evexyday life. "L*habitude
est une seconde nature•* It can be good yet very dangerous. ^Grande est
la force de I'habitude: par elle, le chasseur passe la nuit dans la neige
cu se bxuGe an soLeil de la montaigne} I'athHete Bieurtxd du ceste, ne pousse
Gabriel Cor^ayre, Lectures on Pedagogy (Boston, 1896), p. l6l,
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pas ne^ au gemissement*"^ Habits are formed of themselves by tiie repltl-'
tlon of the same act. Some are derived from Inclinations and instincts.
The part of the educator is, then, to keep watch, both over the instincts
and the first manifestation of the will.
Elle jBstablit en nous, peu a peu, a la de'robee, le pied de son
aatorltej raals par ce doux et humble commencemoit, l*iQrant rassls et
plante avee I'sgrde du temps, elle nous descouvre tantost un furieux
et tyrannique visage, ccaitre lesqoel nous n'avons plus la liberte de
hausser settlement les yeux.^
The student must not completely accept authority, for in doing so he
shows that he has no mind of his own and is unable to intexpret critically* A
variety of ideas should be placed before the student frcm which lira may
choose.
To be doubtful or uix:ertaln is no sign of ignorance. He quotes Dante,
*'11 m'est aussi agreeable de douter que de savoir."^ The student snist not
eiKleavor to learn the precepts of those in authority but rather assimilate
their ways of thinking. Vhat does it matter that he knows not the origin
of these things as long as he is able to apply them properly, for "La
verite^ et la raison sont communes a un chacun, et ne sont plus a qui les
a dltes premierement qu'a qui les diet apr/s."^ It is not necessaxy to
acknowledge the help that he has had. His <»ily concern should be to show










Instruction would be practical with histoxy to supply discipline of
the Judgiaent. History would be a very important subject in his proposed
curriculTxnt. The purpose should not be to memorize dates, battles, and
nasties but to probe into the deepest recesses of human nature, to analyze
the character of tim makers of history, and to appreciate the motives of
^n. There are sources of knowledge other than books or various other
B»ans of formal education. For this reason visiting foreign countries and
mixing with men is extremely useful. Ctoe should not merely travel for the
ptupose of seeing ruins but '^our remporter la connaissance du caraci^re
et des coutumes de ces nations et pour rafraichir et polir les cerveaiix
2
par contact avec d'autres." The responsibility of the tutor would then
be to start the pupil traveling at a very young age and to begin to teach
him a foreign language in his early youth while his tongue azui mind are
extremely susceptible to learning another language. For the teaching of a
foreign language Moutalgne advocates the direct method.
Hontaigm feels that the child should not be brought up around his
mother, for women are not capable of chastising his faults properly or
of seeing him brought up roughly, due to natural love for the child. The
tutor should be, therefore, sovereign over Uba boy.
Just as it is necessary to toughen the soul, so must the muscles be
tou^hiened. By exercising, iJie bpy will learn to endure pain. This texuis
to build a stronger body.
Moutaigne stresses the i^>ortance of recreation, not only for recre¬
ation’s sake but beca\ise it can be used as an aid to learning. He advocates
j
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educational games also. The ethics of sports and games are alxeady clear¬
ly understood by Montaigne.
Les JeuXf en rerlte'', ne devralent pas ^tre deslgnes comms sl^le
recreation, mals devralent ^tre considers eoiame des actions seri-
euses. II n'y a pas de Jeu, si Inslgnlflant qu^ll solt, la fza.ude
ne devralt pas etn strlctement censtire.^
Moatalgne holds that silence and modesty are very good qualities of
social Intercourse. His pupils vUl learn to gain knowledge of themselves.
They will not try to appear more clever being different nor seek to
build a reputation by finding fa\xlt and being original.
A stTident should not enter into a discussion unless there Is son»-
thlng to discuss and tmless he has a worthy c^pponent. Above all, he should
be taught to bend before truth. The child is not forced by any necessity
to defend everything that Is prescribed or commanded. His only guide will
be reason: his virtt» and conscience will be displayed in his speech. His
principal qualities are Judgment and sincerity. If, therefore, he dis¬
covers a flaw In hla argument, he will not hesitate to admit his wrong.
He will be very observant, for In being so be may leam something
even frcmi the 8ttq>idlty of others.
The bc^ will leam to ssy idiat Is ijq>ortant and no more. It is not
necessary to be a logician or a grammarian. If one has something to say
words will flow freely and easily. His speech will be a sls^ile and nat¬
ural speech, succulent and sinewy, brief and cts^ressed.
After the tutor has told him what will help him to beccsne wiser and
better, he will explain to the pupil the meaning of logic, fi^sles, gecaa-
etry and rhetoric. In recognizing the value of philosc^ly, he would pre¬
fer that applied philosoj^y be taught to little children and abstract
T
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philosophy and theoretical philosophy be reserved for the university. He
Is against the teaching of astrology, as It Is too remote* He does not
provide for any vocational education. This Is understandable, as his plan
Is mainly aristocratic In nature.
It had been an earlier tendency to associate the faculties of a child
with those of his father. Montaigne feels that children should not be
placed according to the faculties of their father, but according to the
faculties of their own minds.
Education should not make a prlscmer of the student. The fourteen
or fifteen hours a day alloted for study, then so common, are nothing but
pure torture, according to Montaigne. It Is thus possible for a child to
become too addicted to the study of books; this makes him unfit for social
Intercourse.
During this time Ihe disciplinary problems were very severe In most
schools. Montaigne feels that the solution of these problems was entirely
too harsh. This will, he says, lead to hatred and fear on the part of
young boys. For this reason the school master should practice indulgence.
Montaigne anticipated modem education In that he saw education as
an aptlve interaction between the pupil and his envlroimient, not as a
passive process. Eiqperlence Is a key word In Montaigne's attitude toward
learning; one should learn by doing. He is one with modem education, for
he recognizes the necessity of adopting different i^thods to different
goals. He Insists on the senses as the best teacher. Montaigne urged a
correlated Instruction based on the association of Ideas. Lessons would
take the form of a talk or reading, with the student approaching the author
directly, or, on occasion, with the tutor giving the student the gist of
the work
12
In spite of the stress he lays ignm the aesthetic side of education^
he does not xmderrate its moral aspect. "Les bo^teux ne sont pas faits
pour I'exercice du corps, et les ^bnes defectueaises pour celles de
l*esprit.’'^
Part III: Fenelon
Fenelon’s first book, De l*Education des filles, was written at the
age of thirty»two. Although i^e title indicates an exclusive book on
girls, its suggestions can be applied with equal success to bc^s. He
firmly believed that everything is to be done with an ^re to pleasure
giving in education. For this reason his educational method is a labor
of love: the desire to make children happy. Fenelon, in writing this tizy
panqdilet, desired to show that feminine education is not in proportion
wi-Ui the role of the woman in the family and as a mei^r of society. "Sa
dlgnite dolt etre malntenue, ses fautes, comme I'ignorance et la vanite,
doivent ^tre corrlg/es pendant sa jeunesse, au lieu de l*autorite is^s^.”^
Fermion, being a great figure in the church, is naturally concerned
with the religion of wonen. He wants them to be pious, but he does not
wish for them to be false devotes.
The practical xealisoa of Fenelon impels him to think first of the role
that a young girl will have to pley in the family. Since, he believes,
women possess weaker minds and are more curious than men, they should en¬
gage in those studies from which they xaay profit directly. They are not
made to be politicians or soldiers| thus it is not necessary for them to
know politics, military matters, phllosoply or theology. Most of the
~T
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mechanical arts do not suit them, their body and mizui being formed for
nothing but moderate exercise. On the other hand, nature has endowed thm
with the ability to care for the house. Nevertheless, he shows the danger
of cGc^lete ignorance in a woman:
L'ignorance ches une fille est cause c^'elle i» salt k quoi s’occu*
per innoc^maent. Les fiUes mal instiE^tes done lisent les livres
qui fonoent une imagination ezrante. Les feisaes mal instruites li^
sent les romans qui peurent nourrir leur vanite"^ et des roi^uas, des
comedies, et des recits d'aventure chiB»zique8, ou I'amour profane
est mi^le.l
Fenelon refers to the curiosily^ of vcmien many times, but he does not mean
that curiosity is a poor quality to possess. He defines cixriosity to be
"une Inclination de la nature qui marche d'avance de 1*instruction. Si
adroiteraent proroque et dument satisfait, la curiosite sera la source na-
ttirelle d’attention."^ Therefore, if a child asks about something, do not
turn him away but instead answer his qr^stions to the best of your ability,
as this will Inspire him to do further study concerning that idiich he is
inquisitive.
In Fenelon's voxk he shows the maz^ thirds that a girl should not
know. On the matter of science he says that a girl should have "une pu-
deur sur la science aussi delicate que eelle qui inspire l*horreur du
vice."*^ In learning anything, she must above all practice modesty. She
can learn Latin, but cmly enough to follow a Missal. But she must be care*
ful to conceal that she uzuierstands it. Spani^ and Italian should never







literature. Fenelon felt that there was already more than enou^ of that
in French literature. Music, too, is a subject that is taboo for Fenelon,
who regards it as a "diterbisseinent engwlsonne''." If, however, a girl is
incurably musical, it would be wiser to permit her church moslc than to
forbid her music altogether. Rcmances are, of course, strictly fortidden,
but surprisingly enough on practical and not on moral grounds; they are so
tinlike real life that a girl nourii^d on them will be inevitably dis¬
illusioned by the world as it really is.
Fenelon then tells us what a girl can and should learn. Reading,
writing, arithnretic are the secular subjects for the early years of a
child. By way of recreation, a girl can read Ronan history, or even
F^rwh history. Freiwh eloquence and poetry are permitted. She should
of course, know her native tongue well. As a girl nears the end of her ed¬
ucation, she must then at least becoiw acquainted with -Uie form for the
letting of farms, the receipts of rents, the laws of a contract, the cus-
tms of her province, and understand seigmurial rights. AH this will
help in preparing her for what Femlon considers the aim of education for
wooen: that of making her a g(xxi wife, a good mother and a worthy meznber
of society.
Not cmly does Fenelon in Education des fllles tell us idiat a girl
i^ould or should not leaxn, but he gives practical advice, -idiich even to-
diy is still used, that the instructor or those idio ccHoe in contact with
the girl should follow. It is necessarily important for an educator to
know first himself, to know what his faults are, to see them as plainly as
a child will see them.
Ordinarily those in charge of children pardon them nothing and feel
that they are always right; this excites in diildren a spirit of malice
and criticism so that vhenever they rind faults in those iiho govern them,
they are not going to try to hide their conteinpt and delight. Therefore,
the instructor should strive to make his pupils love him. With this feel¬
ing of love or admiration they will not fear to show you their faults.
Syi«g>athize with their weaknesses and be indulgent to those who hide noth¬
ing. Confidence and sincerity are of more benefit than austere authority.
Only in extreme necessity should a teacher assume an austere and imperious
air, for it is not good that a child should fear his teacher.
A child should never be punished until all other disciplinary meth¬
ods have been eadiausted. If you must punish a child never under aiy cir¬
cumstances should it be done while either you or the child has lost his
temper. On the other hand, always punish; never threaten. If a child is
threatened enough without due punishment, she will eventually lose all
respect for her teacher and will gradiially fail to obey.
All children do not possess the natural incentive to learn; therefore,
it is necessazy to create an appetite for knowledge. Those children who
have been motivated Just a little learn more quickly than those who have
had no motivation.
The good teacher is the one vho has the skill to give as little foz^
mal instruction as possible, vdxile making her casual conversation in¬
structive. Femlon feels that it would be well to use li^ilrect methods,
for it would be less tiresome than lessons and commands. As much or more
cottld be profited from this method rather than the strict formal method.
Ilie intuitive method would probably be the best method. The purpose would
be to make the student Judge 'by intiiition after having been tau^t to
perceive by intuition. In teaching of grammar, in study of the
mother tongue, one should limit himself to a short and slaple method. At
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first, only the most general rules should be glTen; t^e exceptions will
come when they are needed. The important point is that the person should,
as soon as possible, learn actually to apply these rules, not only in
writing but in ereryday speech. Fenelon feels that it would be better to
know a few thirds and understand them well than to memorize a great num¬
ber of things and not understand them at all.
Children become easily discouragedj therefore, it is wise to praise
them frtmt time to time. As praises may be feaured on the grounds that tiiey
may encotirage vanity, they should only be used as a stliaulus. To Instill
self-confidence in a child it may be best not to correct always his mis¬
takes. En;]oyment should derive frcmi learning; and if a child is constant¬
ly corrected, his pwgress may be impeded.
The ignorance of children inclines them to imitate all that they see*
For that reason it is best to show them <mly the best of models. Never
allow them to come into contact with those ^ose example is not good. Yet,
as it is not possible that they avoid seeing the in^roper things, teach
them as early as possible, the errors of these people. Do not fail to
warn them against certain faults, even if their ejes are opened to the
weaknesses and injustices of those they ought to respect. The surest way
to persuade them to do their duty is to teach them to tolerate other
peqples' faults and not to Judge them too severly. Show them that same of
these defects look worse than they really are, that they are counterbal¬
anced by good qualities and that as there is nothing perfect in this world,
we should adndre that ihieh has the least inperfection. A girl should al¬
ways speak kindly to her servants, for she must remember that servitude is
contrary to the natural equality of man, and therefore she should strive
to make their burden as easy as possible.
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Fenelon stresses the necessity of play, but tiiere should not be the
usual practice of lettixig the child regard the day as divided between the
boredom of the classroom and the exhilaration of the recreational period.
For this reason work and pl^ should merge insensibly into each other.
Although Fenelon did not put into practice his ideas on education, his
vork is considered as a point of departure for modem French education.
His ideas on the attitude in regard of the teacher to the student is of
greatest practical use even today.
Part IV: Madame de Haintenon
Madame de Haintenon had always had a special taste for education.
She had served as tutor for the children of Louis XI7 and for the chlldmn
of I4adaiae de Montespan. As a kind of wedding present from Louis, her great
girls* school Qf St. Cjr was established. Sie was interested most in
teachiaig her girls Christianity aiui re&son. Her school was established
for the daughters of impecunious nobles, but the benefits were also in¬
tended for their future children and dependents. On returning hcsne, each
girl was to become the center of provincial ezxiightenment. It was, thus,
the responsibility of each former student to give to France the two things
that France needed most of all—broth and education.^
Education was with her the foremost aim, not instruction. Ediicatiem
was to be a moral capital, and an insured resource. For this reason her
education was geared toward marriage and not toward a conten^>lative life.
It was one of Madame de Malntenon's chief studies to adapt ediication to the
assimilative capacities of her girls. The constitution of St. Cyr was
laicf and though the teachers were nuns, they were neither cloistered nor
1 ^^
"Sketch of St. Cyr," Living Age, CCmill, May 17, 1902, p. k32.
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called Mother but Madame. Monsieur Greart, a French educator, calls Mb»
de Maintenon the first of lay teachez^.^ Her institute vas for action and
not for prayer. At St. Cyr the more objectionable forms of clericalism
were sternly repressed. There were no reliquariesj the girls were taiight
that reason is the best auxiliary to piety.
Entrance age for St. Cyr was not to be younger than seven nor older
than twelve, the leaving age twenty. These girls (nunhering sixty) were
handpicked by ^feBe de Maintenon and the only requirements for entrance were
age, proof of nobility and poverty.
It was a cardinal principle at the school that a girl was never to
lose sight of her poverty, lest she should be diverted tr<m mental eleva¬
tion, her sole futiire resource against the difficulties and hardships
that she was destined to contend with.^ For this reason the girls were
tau^t that coosncxi housework should not disgust them.
Madame de MaintezKm's lessons were most inspired through patriotism.
By sketches, the naticuial trius^iha were vividly brought to the attention
of the girls; they were, however, never allowed to forget the national
disgraces.
We can, in Mae de I{aintenon*s school, see evidence of reform in dis¬
cipline. She says, "All you have to teach your pupils is Christianity and
reasons but to do that you must use every means in your power, except
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falls, always punish, never scold; ozily let p\inishii>ent be rare and severe*
In her looral teaching, in order to stimulate her girls to acquire
personal dignity, she would not hesitate to use herself as an example, and
in doing so, to expose her own weakness. In ^&ne de Maintenon’s system it
is the girl's mind that is stimulated, not merely her mechanical mind; she
is taught to think. Her end was only accomplished when the girl’s mental
resources were strongly enough established to enable her in after years to
rise above such circumstances as childlessness or loneliness, when she had
sufficiently mastered the mechanism of meditations to psrofit by the lessons
of experience. Madame’s training system is that of cultivation and not
reformation.^ As in the age of scholasticism, there was a great contro¬
versy over the advantage of memorization. Madame de Maintenon, on this
subject, says: "I would prefer that they zetain only ten lines which they
perfectly understand; rather than learn a whole volume without knowing
what they are repeating.
With the Traite^ de 1’education des fillea Fenelon had revolutionized
the theory of female education. It is de I^dntenon who now revolu¬
tionizes its practice. “There must be books, ^e says, ’honnietes et
agr^ables * to give thsn the tone of the best society; there must be poetry
recitations to develop their taste and teach them correct pronunciation;
there must be letter writing and grotqp conversations."'^ This desire for
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Apprenez a une fille \ lire et a ecrire correctenient. H est hon-
teux, mais ozxlinaii«, de voir des feimnes qul oat de 1’esprit et de
la. poli-^sse, savoir pas blen pz*ononcer ce qa'elles lisent; ou
elles healtent, ou elles chantent en lisantj au lieu qu'il faut pro~
noncer d’un ton siit^)le et natural, mais fez^ et imi. Elles manquent.
encore plus grossierement pour I'orthographe, ou pour la maniere de
former ou de lier les lettres en ecrivantj au noins accoutumez-les a
faire leurs llgnes droltes, a rendre leur caractere net et Uslble.
EL faudrait aussi qu’uns fille sut la giararaaire, pour sa langage na-
turel.^
Their style was fom^d by French ccmiposition, their memory by recitations,
their pronunciation by ^stematic readings. The first Superior of St.
Cyr, ^iadame de Brinon, accustcHoed her children to recite scenes from
tragedies which she herself C(»}^K>sed. Madame de Haintenon proposed to
2
substitute for these s<xae of Bacins's tragedies.
She felt that there should be tixoe alloted for recreation. The good
instructor will know how to join in the children's gan^s and recreation
without attesqjting to c(^ down to their level. Let the mistress always
remember that it is the children's recreation time, not hers.
There were at St. Cyr five classes, four levels of instruction, how¬
ever. The lower level, called the red, consisted of girls from seven to
twelve. They weze taxight cathechism, elementary sacred reading, writing,
arithmetic, aiKi at the insistance of Louis II7, the elements of music.
The second level, consisting of girls from twelve to fourteen, was called
the green. They were tau^t geography, and, oddly enough, mythology. As
this was the classical period in French literary histozy, it was almost
ii!5)erative to know Eoman and Greek mythology. The yellows, girls fr«a
fouirbeen to seventeen, studied the French language, advanced religious
instruction, deportment Bz»i dancing. The aim of the blues, seventeen to
twenty, was largely devoted to moral instruction and needlework. Lastly
r-;
Fenelon, op* cit., p. 292.
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For «xaB5)le, 1?tfo of Racizie's tragedies - Esther and Athalle.
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cane the blacks, or school perfects, selected from the blue class. To the
best of the blacks went the grand post of seci*etar7 to Hadame de Malntenon.
When at last came the time for a girl to leave St. Cyr, she would, if
she had a vocation, be admitted at the king's chaise to one of the royal
abbeysi if she had developed a taste for the life of a school mistjress,
she could fill the first vacancy in the ranks of the Dames de St. Louis
and continue to live at St. Cyr as a novice until a vacancy occtirred; if
she married, de Kaintenon paid the wedding e:^nses, and Louis XIV
signed the marriage contract. Thus we see that Mme de Malntenon assumed
the responsibility of providing for ttie future of her girls.
Madame de Haintenon lived long enough to see her dreams realized; be¬
fore she died St. Cyr had bec<mie not only the best girls' school in France,
but a teacher-training school as well.
Part V t Moliere
Trcm several of Ifoliere's plsys we learn of his ideas on education
although he wrote no formal treatise on the subject. Although the ques¬
tion is well stated, the answer is not very well presented. Chzysale
speaks of the education of women in Les Femmes Savantes, but it is not he
who expresses the true feelings of Moliere. Chzysale would keep women
always ignorant. Clitandre, the raisonneur of the ccanedy, on the otl^r
hand, shows Moliere's ideas on the ignorance of women.
A
£t les femmes docteurs sont pol^t de raon gout,
Je consens qu'une femme ait des claries de tout;
Mais je ne ltd. veux point la passion choquante
De se rendre savante afin d'etre savante;
Et j'aime que souvent, aux questions qu'on fait,
EUe sache ignorer les choses qu'elle sait;
De son 4tude enfin je veux qu'elle se cache, .
Et qu'elle ait du savoir sans vouloir qu'on le sache.
1 ;;
Jean-Baptiste Poquelin,dit Moliere, Theatre (Paris, 1875), P» 210.
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Holier® does not vant wanen to be either ignorant or rerj educated}
too much education will, he argues, make them pedantic. The ideas against
the education of women had already been shown in L*Ecole des Femmes.
Amolphe, \dio does not show the feelings of Moliere, says:
Non, non, je ne reux point d’un esprit qui soit plus haut}
£t feimie qui compose en salt plus qu'il ne faut,
Je pretends que la mienne, en clart^ peu sublime,
ne sache pas ce que c'est qu*une rime.
Et s’il faut qu’arec elle on joue \in corbillon,
Et qu'<ai Vienne a lui dire a son tour: "qu’y met-on?"
Je veux qu’elle repoiKle: ”une tarte \ la cr^me”;
Et e'est assea pour elle, a yous en bien parler,
De savoir prier Dieu, m’aimer, coudre et filer.^
Amolphe states that virtue is quite enou^ for a woman, knowledge is
not necessary. Chrysale e^qpresses the ideas of Moliere once more:
Mais coBsnent voulea->vous, apres tout qu'um b^te
Puisse Jamais savoir ce que e’est qu’etre honi^te?
Outre qu’il est asses enmgreux, que Je crois,
D*avoir tout® ea vie une bete avec soi.^
Amolphe would prefer that his wife not learn to write. According to
all good rules, toat is for the htisband to do* In Les Femmes Savantes
i^oliere shows the results of too much education. This pedantry is brou^t
out by the three savantes, Eelise, Arraande, and Philaminte. These wcmien
are aidsitious, romantic, pretentious, and neglectful of their female duties.
In contrast with these pedantes, Moliere shows us his ideal, le parti du
bons sens, Hezudette, who is intelligent yet practical and sensible.
Moliere is close to F^ielon and Mine de I^Eaintenon, for like them he
subordinates to a clear, practical education, a general instmctional
method of education. Moliere is zu>t, however, a femixiist in the modem





He e3q>ects education to prepare the feaale eo^^>anlon of a gentleman or of
a bourgeois, destined like them, to a life of the salon. We are thus led
to believe that he had subscribed to the Just and necessary adaptations
that reproched the wife of the man.^
1—
Jean-Baptiste Poquelin>dit Holiere, Les Fensnes Savantes (Paris,
1672), p. 11.
CHAPTER III
VARIOUS PEDAGOGICAL IDEAS OF JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU
In order to appreciate understandlngly Rousseau's system of education
we must bear in mind that (1) none of the points of Rousseau's educational
treatise are nevj (2) he never intended to write a specific educational
plan, still less a curriculum for general use; and (3), accordingly, he
should not be coiKlemned for the misunderstanding or hasty Judgments of hla
critics.^
Tidhen Rousseau published his Emile, in 1763> the vogue was for a re¬
naissance in education* Rousseau spoke at the vezy moment society was
ripe for his i^iilosc^hy* The main point of Rousseau's education is the
hairiness of the child. The education must, therefore, reproduce, in its
great lines, the general iiK}vement of humanity. The aim of education is
both social and pragmatic. Rousseau gave a new direction to education iy
summing up the high points of the best educational program of past ages.
He did not advocate, as many people believe, that we should go back to the
primitive state of man. He only pleads for man to be human.
In the Emile Rousseau divides his theories on education into six
parts. First of all, he says that educaticm should be natxmd. This is
in accord with his idea that "Tout est bien sortant des mains de 1'Auteur
des choses, tout degenere entre les mains de I'kanDne."^
1
J. P. Lecoq, "E^nile—Rousseau's System of Education in the Light of
Modem Research," Educational Forum, LX, 19li5, P* 289.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile (Paris, 1900), p. 1.
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In regard to the i»v>bom child, he eiicceeded in preraillng x^poa
mothers to nurse their babies, by showing the moral and physical achra>>
tages. He also showed the physiological disadvantages of the custaas of
his time dealing with the manner of dressing infants*
L*enfant nouveau-ne a besoin d*etendre et de mouvoir ses laraabres,
poor lea tirer de I'engourdiss^aent ou rassenhl^s en tm peloton, ils
ont resW si longtemps* On les Aerui, il est trrai, sals on les etepe^
Che de se manroirf (m assujettit la t^te meme par des tetieresi 11
senhle <ja*on a peur qa*il n*ait l*air d’etre en Tie**
Tto baby should be left free in his movements, the young bey in his games
and the adolescent in his choice of religion* That 'Uie parents are tlw
natural protectors of the child brought to the attention of the mothers
and fathers the necessity of training their amt children. Eousseau feels,
too, that children are weaned too soon* The time for weaning is indicated
by the cutting of teeUi.
To protect the child against the evils of the world, it is ne<»ssaxy
to isolate him. Not only should he be isolated Arom TOciety but he should
be ndsed away front the fasdly and even other children. ”Au lieu que les
vices des paysffiis, sans ^ppret et dans t<mte leur gn»8l^rete, sent i^us
propres a rebuter ^'a sedulre, quand on n*a nul inter^t a les iaiter*''^
Children bear things said to then front birth* As they begin to talk,
the nurse showers th^ with a iu>st of meedn^ess words. The first arti*
eulate words they hear should be few, sirq>le, and clear and should refer
only to objects that can be shown to them* As the child will not have
need of a laz^ vocabolaxy, it is best to teach him to use eozrec^y those






nothing more foolish, according to Rousseau, than the pains ve take to
teach a child to walk. He will, of course, learn on his own to walk. The
first developaents of childhood all come about the same time. The child
learns to eat, to speak and to walk almost simultaneously. In beginning
the formal education of a child, the choosing of a tutor is very important.
The tutor should possess, namely, these qualities: knowledge of his sub~
ject, lore of teaching, and knowledge of the child.
Secondly, education should be negative. "EUe consiste, non point a
enseigner la vertu ni la veVlte', mals a garantir le coeur du vice et I'e^
sprit de I’erreur."^ The child should be left to himself without con¬
straint; nature will watch over him and Instruct him. From five to twelve
one should avoid tiyii^ to reason with him; yet treat him his age. He will
not leara very much, but he is not yet able to assimilate his knowledge
\ p
anyway. "La grands regie n’est pas de gagner du tensps mais d’en perdre."
The role of the preceptor at this time is siaply to push aside toe obsta¬
cles which might hinder toe free development of nature. Experience itself
will take cax% of his instructi<»:. For exat^le, if toe boy breaks a
wiiKlow out of anger, he should be placed in a ro<mi without windows. This
will teach him idiat property means and to respect other people's belong¬
ings. During tois time one should not overtax his memory with toeoretical
lessons. It is not yet the time to teach him foreign languages, writing,
geograply^, history or literature. Rousseau advocates reason and insists
on understanding rather than memorization. His pupil will not read any




strictly forbidden. These fables teach absolutely notMng and can be
extremely dangerous, he feels. It is not well for a boy to think liiat all
men are as corrupt as the fables would lead him to believe. During this
time the child’s character will be formed, his bo<^ developed and his in¬
telligence will be sharpened, but his mind will remain inactive as long as
possible. Let childhood ripen in children.^
Education should be successive. This is the period vhen one dis¬
tinguishes the divisions in the life of a child and concentrates them to
different aspects of education. From one to twelve the boy will be con¬
cerned with the education of the senses j between twelve and fifteen ed¬
ucation of the intelligence, and after fifteen with the education of the
sensibilities, during which time the question of religion will be re-
2
solved. Each of these periods possesses native characteristics which aire
the results of natural growth of the body, that is, due to the natural
process of mattiring. Eousseau demands that activities appropriate to the
degree of maturity be provided. He argues in favor of providing material
adapted to children’s capacities and interests. He describes the psycho¬
logical characteristics of children of different ages and recommends
special treatment to correspond to each characteristic age.
During boyhood, art should be cultivated, not so much for the art
itself as for the exactness of eye and the dexterity of haixl it produces.*^
Geometry is beyond the coi^rehension of children only when teachers
do not have the foresl^t to realize that they cannot use the same method
to teach a child as they themselves would use to leam it. For Emile,
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geometry is siBQ}3y the art of using rule and compass. There should be no
thought of definitions or problems or any form of proof but siB5)ly super-
iii^)osition:^ In teaching him music, it is not vise to teach him to read
it. Ifjhy trouble his mind vith conrentlonal signs? Hearing can take the
place of reading: a song is registered much better on the ear than on the
eye.
From twelve years on the child will begin to furnish his mind, but
only 'Uirough e3q)erlenee. Guided his tutor, he will learn to observe
aiKl to reason on facts. There is a greater capacity for sustained at¬
tention. His thinking is still concerned vith the sense-giving facts, but
he is no longer eoi^floed to idiat is immediately pzesented to his senses.
He can keep moze than one thing at a time in his mizvi, and can even corqpars
and reason about the phen<»nena vitMn his ezqierience. He will begin to
learn about geograjdiy, cosmography and physics, idiich can be very useful
to him. In his studies of the sciences let not his learning come directly
from books but instead let him attend to the idienomena of nature. In this
vay you vill arouse his curiosity. But do not be in a hurry to satisfy
it. Tou can suggest problems, but the solving of them should be left to
him. Hie responsibility of the teacher is to lead the child gradually to
c<m$>rehenslon and personal intellectual assimilation by shoving first the
object, then leading the child to disentangle and analyse probl^s, and to
interpret his ii^ressions. As to a choice on the method used in the study
of the sciences, either analytic or ^rnthetic, there is not alwsys the
necessity of choosing between the two. If the two methods can be used re¬
ciprocally, it should be done. As for the philosophical method, tl^




to guide, but let it be Tezy little and aToid the appearance of it. If he
does something wrong, be careful not to correct his errors always. A
child must gain self-confidence and a certain amount of independeiKie; this
caimot be done if the teacher is always correcting him. Let him, instead,
correct his own mistakes.
Besides a technical knowledge, the boy should learn a vocation. It
is wise to know of agriculture, carpentry aiKi other useful trades.
Tto boy now reaching adolescence is awakened by sex, which transforms
bot^ his mind and his bo(^. The main urge now is for a sex mate. It is
evident that if the variation in age at tdiich man becomes conscious of sex is
due as muchto education as to the action of nature, 'Uiis time may be hastened
or retarded bj the kind of education children get. It has always been a
problem as to the answer one should give coix:eming the natural curiosity
of sex in children. It is better to tell the child to keep quiet con¬
cerning such matters than to tell him a lie. But if one must answer, the
answer should be si^llfied, wiUi no systery or embarrassment. Tlwre is
much less danger in satisfying a child's curiosily Idian in exciting it.
If, however, the child cannot be kept ignorant of sex differences up to
sixteen, make sore he learns about tiiem before ten.
About fifteen he can begin to learn about ancient historians aiKl
fables idiich will best help him to lusderstand man. Rousseau argues that
tl» worst historians for a young man are those who pass judgaent. He
should learn how to judge for himself so that he will best know men.
Modem history will not be studied because there is a lack of distinctive
character about men nowadays and they are concerned only wiHi making im¬
pressions. The ancients, on tiie other hand, put more of intuition and
less of conscious thou^t into their judgment. Thu^dldes is the model
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historian^ but he places too much emphasis on urarj which only makes evident
events already determined moral causes, which historians are rarely
able to appreciate. Of all the historians, Plutarch is perhaps the best
exai(^>le to be used.^
On reaching the age of eighteen Emile is mentally prepared to be in¬
itiated into the problems of religion. To teach a child the catechi^ is
not only useless but stupid. As there are many systeries connected with
Christian doctrines, a young child does not possess the mental capacity
to tuiderstand properly and assimilate them. To force a child to accept
the religious sect of his father is a grave injustice. He should be al¬
lowed, after having examined different sects, to make his own choice. To
teach the child about God, Housseau would take him to the top of a btn
and there let him regard the wonders of nature—nature being nom other
than God in totality. Ihe boy will understand and know, not ‘Uxrough rea¬
son but throu^ pure ^ntiment. This method of teaching religion was
very badly accepted by the state. For the most part the schools were di¬
rected by the Ca^olics, and for them the catechism played a very big role
in the education of children.
Now Emile is ready to be introduced into the world. He will please
by his simplieily and naturalness.
Quo! qu ’ en gemrale Eaile n*estime pas les horomes, 11 xie le leur
montrera point, pares qu*lls les plaint et s'attendrit s\ir eux....
U n'est pas non plus conplaisant et flatteuri 11 dit son avis sans
cemibattre celul de personne, pares qu'il aime la liberte" par-dessus
toute chose, et quo la franchise en est un des plus beaux droits.^





Book Five of the Emile^ that Rousseau’ ideas on feminine education
can be found. Before beginning his treatise on feminine education, there
remains the qtaestion of the formal education of Emile.
Now that Emile is a man and out in society, he finds that men have
different ways fr«« his. It is often necessary to reflect on certain
actions of iren. For this reason he will stuc^ phllosoidiy, idiich will be
useful to him by bringing about a better understanding. Now that he can
reason and is capable of judging, he can read books. He will also be
taught to analyze speech and diction. Contrary to the belief that little
can be gained from the study of languages for themselves, the study of
languages can be helpful in teaching principles of graimaar. Rousseau
would teach Latin, for from Latin one can get a proper knowledge of French.
C'est peu de chose d'l^prendre les langues pour elles-memes, leur
ullage n’est pas si important: croit; mais I’etude des langues
Irene a cellerde la grammaire generals• II faut apprendre le latin
pour bien sayoLr le franjaisj 11 faut ^tudier et eonparer I'un et
I’autre pour entendre les regies de I’art de parler.^
Emile will study the writings of the ancients rather than contenpo-
rary writings, fear they are nearer nature and their genius is more dis¬
tinctive. "Les aneiens montralent les hesmaes au naturel, et I’on voyait
que e'etaient des homaes.’* He will read the works of Plato, Tibullus,
Demosthenes, Cicero and other great classics. Having acquired a taste for
poetry he will learn Greek, Latin and Italian—for these are 'Uie languages
of the poet. It is of little consequence if he does not deem it necessary
to stuc^ dead langiiages, however, for his education will not suffer should







It is not for the stud^ of morals but taste that Ikile vUl be in¬
itiated into the theatrical vorld. The theater is not intended to give
truth but to humor and arouse.^
Thus ve see that Bousseau is not guiltj of the charges that he con¬
demns letters, arts and sciences; he merely deplores the effects of htunan
degeneration they have caused in saae cases* Emile, however, is at the
proper age and his ireasoning faculties have been so developed that he will
appreciate the theater for what it actually is*
Raving passed the adolescent stage, Fmile must be prepared for mar¬
riage, which will make him an Integral pairt of society. In telling us the
qualities of the woman that ikoile will marry, Rousseau's ideas on feminine
education show him as being tiirorous and quite tradionalist. The main
purpose in life for a wxman is to be a go<xl wife and mother. For this role
a girl must be trained frcmi infancy.
Because of the differences in sex, it only follows that the education
of a woman will be different. It is extremely unwise for a mother to bring
up a dau^ter to be like a man. This does not mean that she should be con¬
fined to domestic tasks and remain in utt«r ignorance of the world. Riaturs
has endowed girls with the ability to think, to judge, to love and to know,
which will C09fiq)ensate for their lack of physical strength.
In the training for woaahhood oi» must take advantage of any possible
aid. Little girls are naturally fcmd of dresses and would rather have
things that serve as adorments, such as mirrors, jewels, and especially
dolls. To beautify her doll she will wish to make bows, trippets, lace-





girls dislike learning to read or write but they almost always enjoy learn¬
ing to do needlework.^ Since learning should interest the indiyidual,
start her off doing needlework, embroidery and lacemaking. Not only will
this serve as a wonderful pasttiine but it will be instrumental in prepar¬
ing her for her main role in life: that of wife and mother. This will
easily lead to drawing. A girl should not learn to draw landscapes or do
figure painting, for this will serve no useful purpose. It is enou^ if
she learns to draw leaves, flowers, fruits, fraen which she can learn to
design and add to the elegance of dress.
Idleness and indocility are the most dangerous faults to get rid of
once contracted. Girls shculd not be permitted to get bored with their
occupations and too excited over their amusements. Because they often
cany freedom too far, their zeal siust be kept within bounds. They should
not, however, be defudved of mirth, lau^ter, noise and ronping games, but
they should be prevented from tiring of one game and turning to another.^
They must get used to being stopped in the laiddle of their pl^ and
put to other tasks without protest on their part. Above all, they must be
taught to be subnlsslve and obedient.
Contxvuy to o^er educators before him, Rousseau feels that a girl
should be permitted to sing and dance, but her natural protectors—mother,
father, sister or brother—should be her teacher in ihese activities. As
in the case of Senile, it is not necessary to read music, but the ear should







realizes that the sante method does not suit every individnal. In teaching
anytiilng, the cardinal principle will be: Never tell a He. To deceive a
child may prove very detrimental to her training.^
Even though girls are less capable of comprehending the true Idea of
religion^ It Is better to speak to them of religion at an earlier age than
boys. Every girl should have her mother’s religion, and every woman her
husband's, since they are not capable of Judging such matters, according
to Rousseau. I^sterlous doctrines should be passed by, for girls are not
meant to be theologians and dialecticians. Since a girl depends on her
own conscience and on the opinions of other peqple. It Is necessary to
cultivate her reasoning and understanding. The love of virttie will be her
2
ruling passion.
The outcc»3ae of the right education will produce tbs epltcMne of
Bousseau's Ideal wman.
Elle est charmante, non sans coc^tterle d'ailleursi heureusement
pourme de dons qui ont ete cultlves avec dlscx^tioni quelque peu
gouraande; tres sensible et eaprlcieuse a I'occaslon, mals nullement
boudeusef passlonn^ pour la vertu, almable et simple en soci^te,
proiq>te cependant k se defendre contre les galants Indiscrete .3
Sophie will not be filled with readings which will tend to make her
frivolous and too romantic. She will be permitted to read Teleraaque,
idilch will aid In showing her the qualities of a good hiisband. There
Rousseau shows himself to be ahead of his time. The eustom had always
been that the parents would choose their daughter's husband. Rousseau
wHl, however, permit the dau^ter to choose her own husband. Birth,
T
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vealth, rank will not have an influence on her choosli^^ so long as he is
a good man of pleasing personality and fitting character. The parents
will only judge as to the suitability of her choice.^
Sophie and Emile meet and are pleased with the other*s qualities, but
it is not yet time for marriage. Before Emile can become a truly educated
man, he must travel to other laiKis. He should, however, have a definite
purpose in traveling: learning, for otherwise travel will be useless. He
will study the problems of govenmient and men, as they present themselves
in Europe, so that he may take his part as an intelligent citizen in his
native land. On returning, he will marry S<^hie. Here the mission of the
tutor is ended, for the Brother and father, as natujral protectors, will
bring up their own children.
Although Rousseau’s educational plan is pvirely aristocratic, it marks
the true beginning, perhaps, of ItKilviduaUsm in education. As for its
practical advantages, Havelock Ellis, English scientist and literary critic,
has this to ssy:
William James is counted Uie founder of pragmatism; but the con¬
ception of "truth or "cash value" rather than "science" was so
clearly set forth in Emile and in the second half of the Nouvelle
Heloise that Schinz haslbeen able to argue that the greatest oi^ the
Pragmastists is—and will probably remain—Jean--Jacque3 Rousseau.^
The influeiroe of Rousseau was felt fr<aa the teaiaent Bnile was first
published and remains today as an undisputed source of inspiration and
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMAET AND CONCLUSION
Part I: Rabelais^ I^ntalgne, Rousseau
The tena'Social reallsnf'ls used to denote a Yiev of education held by
various educators of t^e seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The idea
had its birth in the Renaissance because htnnanistic culture seemed to be
an insufficient preparation for the life of an educated man. Its great
representative, Montaigne, Introduced many theories of education -Uiat
later uill be used by Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Rabelais, a forerunner of
Itontaigne, also left many educational theories that will be used by
Rousseau.
From Rabelais and Montaigne, Rousseau, perhaps, conceived the idea
that education should have a moral aim. The three men seem to have formu¬
lated a ccnomon aim, that is, education should make a better and viser man.
Like Rabelais, his followers devised a plan of education that was essent¬
ially aristocratic. The rather revolutionazy idea that anyone ^o can
profit frcm education should have an opportunity to learn was not an orig¬
inal idea of Rousseau, for as early as Rabelais this idea was presented.
Thus, already we see the beginnii^ of a democratic attitude toward edu¬
cation of the masses in France. Montaigne, on the other hand, feels that
education does not receive its Just reconqjense in the hands of the lowly-
bora.
Another democratic tendency presented by Rabelais, and later Montaigne,
which will be used hy Rousseau is the idea that education ^zould not ccnoem
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Itself only with the intellect but that it shoxxld enibrace the whole nan.
Rabelais' idea that the body and the soul should be developed as well
as the mind opened the eyes of mai^ educators >dio followed him, including
Montaigne and Rousseau. Before Rabelais, physical education was consider-*
ed iinnecessary and had no place in the curricvilura.
lulhere the plan of education is aristocratic and mainly isolated, the
choice of a tutor is very io^rtant. During the time of Rabelais,
Montaigne and even Rousseau, a tutor needed only to possess pne great
quality, that of knowing his subject. Rousseau believes that other qual¬
ities are necessary for a good teacher: nansly, that of knowing himself
well and understanding and laving children. These ideas are not new, for
RsOselais and Montaigne advocate the sane requirements.
The solving of disciplinary problems has always been a rather dif¬
ficult thing to do. Even as late as the eighteenth century Rousseau saw
that the methods used for reprimanding children were too severe. Like his
precursors, he advocated practice of indulgence, for if a child is
punished too severly and too often, he will learn to fear aiwi to hate his
teacher. Learning will not be facilitated with such attitudes toward the
instructor.
Just as there are likenesses in the theories of Rabelais, Montaigne
and Rousseau, there are differences. Both Ik>ntaigne and Rousseau are
against Rabelais' theory. Rabelais, concerning himself with the memory,
tries to make an e^rudit of his stuident, an "abime de science". For
Montaigne and Rousseau the mind serves principally to form three things:
the Intellect, the Judgn^nt, and the soul. The mind, they feel, can be




They all hold the Idea that education should not be made an insuf¬
ferable task but rather an agreeable e2j)erience from idiich much can be de-
riyed.
Both Kousseau and Montaigne extol the necessity of travel. But not
travel for the sake of travel or to see ruins. Traveling Is useful and
necessary In order to know better the custcHns and Ideas of tiilnklng of men
of other cultures, lliere Is, however, a distinct disagreement as to \diat
age one should start a child to travel. Montaigne would have his student
to start traveling at an early age, idiereas Rousseau would wait until his
pupil Is a man; for he feels that at an early age he has not yet fozmed
deep and liqiartial opinions. The two men both feel l^at learning a for¬
eign language Is vezy in^rtant, but,unlike Montaigne, Rousseau would not
teach his student another language until he has passed adolescence, for
his mind and tongue are not yet susceptible to another langtiage. lliey
both agree, however, that Uie direct method Is best for teaching a foreign
language.
Thus, education as expressed In the words of Cicero, "Le melUeur de
tons les arts—celui de vivre bien—ils I'ont suivi en vivant plutSt qu'en
apprenantj" Is the desired manifestation of Rabelais', I^ontaigne's and
Rousseau's pedagogical Ideas.
Out of Rousseau's theories and those of his precursors came a book
on education, the Endle, that was so bold for Its time that the Parlement
ordered It burned.
Part Hi Femlon, Madame de Maintenon, Mollere and Rousseau
Although the Ideas of Rousseau advanced the education of men, his
I
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theories provide no great advanceiaent for the education of vomen. There
is, it appears, a tremendous decline in the en^hasis placed upon the edu¬
cation of wtsoen hy his predecessox^, Francois F^nelon and Madame de
Maintenon.
Sousseau and Moli^re, of course, hold almost the same views on the
education of vusen, both being extremely traditionalistic. Like Ifoli^re
axid Rousseau, F/nelon believes that the ultimate goal of education should
be the pi^paring of a vonan for her laain role in llfet a good wife and
mo-tiler. It -was not nece8sar7, as today, for a woman to be as educa-ted as
her husband. The man was the center of society aiKi everything revolved
around him. If a woman loKV more than matters that involi^ the house¬
hold and the expected social graces, if she had any idea as to what was
going on in the govenuaent or was well read she was considered a pedant
and soon became a social outcast. Fixxa Fenelon, Rousseau perhaps came to
realize that children are children and are not miniature adults, and -that
childhood should be enjc^ed. Like Fenelon, Rousseau realizes the danger
of idleness. There is, however, a very distinct difference in Fenelon*s
method of teaching and that of Rousseau's. Fenelon feels that everything
in education should be geared to pleasure* tdiile Rousseau feels that edu¬
cation should not be made too pleasant for youngsters, who sometimes unjrean-
ingly, take advantage of pleasant situations and will not profit from in¬
struction. Of religious education Rousseau, like Fenelon, saw the useless¬
ness of trying to teach girls religious dogmas. A girl's mind is not so
formed as to comprehend such things.
Madame de Maintenon, like Fenelon and Rousseau, tiiou^ realizing the
limitations placed on girls, felt that if it does notiiing else, education
should teach a girl to think and to reason on thirds. A girl has no x^ed
ho
of foreign languages, but she should master her native language, for it is
very distasteful to see a supposedly well-bred lady who can not handle her*»
self well in her native tongue* Girls seem to be by nature more curious
than boys. Fenelon sees this as a blessing which could 1:m9, if proj^rly
iised, a great motivation in the learning process. Later Iltae de Ilaintenon
and Bousseau hold the same idea. During the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries ctnlosity was a thing to be discouraged rather than encouraged.
Bousseau and his predecessors felt that no matter how much education a
girl has, it should not make her affected and false.
Bousseau, in exposing his theories on feminine education, violates
his fundaiaental principle that each individual should be gxiided by his
rights and needs of his own personality and should be educated for himself*
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